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From the Headmistress
Dear Parents,
It has been a busy and enjoyable half-term,
crammed with exciting activities in the classrooms
and beyond. We have also seen the successful
resumption of the fixtures programme, a Middle
School residential trip to sunny Shropshire, and
the gradual reopening of the site to parents. So
today provided a fitting end to a brilliant six
weeks’ learning as our beautiful campus was
flooded with greenery in support of our
Sustainability Awareness Day led by our senior
pupils.
Sustainability involves us acting in a manner
that exhibits our awareness of how all things are
connected and how we need to make carefully
considered choices for the greater good of
all. Schools are great examples of interconnected systems to which the principles of sustainability can be
applied with wide-ranging benefits.
Sustainability education encompasses all areas of school life, including Forest School for our younger
children. It also extends far beyond the classroom curriculum and gives our children the real-world skills
they can use to improve the planet. It provides today’s children with the self-sufficiency they need for the
future.
The Year 8 Sustainability Committee, led this year by John Vaughan Davies, our Estates Manager, has been
working to implement a plan for the short, medium and long-term that involves all areas of school life and
all members of our school community. Their goal
this term has been to raise awareness and to
introduce initiatives such as the Polytunnel here at
Feltonfleet, which can transform behaviours in our
school and community and contribute to a more
sustainable way of living.
Thank you for your support in helping to teach our
children, the next generation, the small habits that
will make a huge difference over time.

I wish you all a lovely half-term break.

Shelley Lance

SUSTAINABILITY
News from the Sustainability Committee
The Sustainability Committee met last week to discuss
Sustainability across the School. Here are some of the key
points from a very energetic discussion:
What we are planning on doing:
•

Weighing of food waste which is then converted to fuel.
•

Promoting the use of the minibus

service to reduce traffic "Go Greener to get
to School" .
•

Tree planting scheme - every Year 1

student to plant a seedling which will then
be planted in the woods once established.
•

Reduce energy usage during holiday periods by switching off all non-essential

electrical equipment.
•

Harvest back wash water from the swimming pool to use for toilets.

What we have already achieved in Sustainability as a School:
•

Installed 'EcoDriver' - a
software
monitor

system
our

electricity,

usage
water

to
of
and

gas. This allows us to see
where we need to make
savings.
•

Replaced lighting in the
Sports
bulbs

Hall
to

with

LED

reduce

the

carbon footprint of the
building. You can see the
saving in the diagram below between March and April.
•

Built a polytunnel for microgreens, vegetables, flowers and trees.

Today we held a Sustainability Mufti Day with the proceeds going towards the
purchase of plants and trees for the site.
We also have a Sustainability week planned
soon, when we will be able to action some of our
goals set out by our passionate Sustainability
Committee.

John Vaughan-Davies
Estates Manager

SUSTAINABILITY MUFTI DAY

SUSTAINABILITY MUFTI DAY

IN ASSEMBLEY THIS WEEK
When Two Worlds Collide
When we talk about the simplicity and complexity of line in art we may see a
picture with little or lots of detail. The truth is far from it. The iconic cartoonist
Al Hirschfeld understood the mystery of line, trimming it down, eliminating it
until only pure line communicates true life rather than reality itself. It is then
when simplicity becomes
complexity.
When you listen to music
and
you
hear
how
simplicity is interwoven to
create and capture the complexity of rhythms and
perfect timing, you suddenly understand how music
also communicates the essence of life. George
Gershwin’s “Rhapsody in Blue” is such a masterpiece.
But when the two worlds of art and music collide, then
the magic
truly
happens. When you bring the simplicity of line and the
complexity of music together, you are left breathless and
shaking with excitement. This is exactly what Chris Andrews,
our Director of Music did. Actually, there are just no words to
describe the sensation or emotion one feels when in the
presence of his extraordinary musical performances. It needs to
be seen. Click on the link
to become part of a
musical experience that
will leave you breathless.

Arie Coetzee
Head of Art

SCHOLARSHIP NEWS
We are delighted to bring you further
news of our pupils’ Senior School
Scholarship success.
Congratulations Toby!

Toby R-F
Drama Exhibition
Epsom College

PRE-PREP
Forest School
Last
week
I
had
the
opportunity to join a Forest
School session with Reception.
Here
the
children
freely
explored
the
natural
environment alongside some
adult-led
teaching
which
included understanding that
we do not cross the fire pit area. The children
engaged in some open-ended challenges such as
mini raft making by lashing together sticks to
make a raft that floats and a singalong linking to
the pirate theme.

Learning to respect the forest and stay safe.

Enjoying the forest whatever the weather - with the right clothing!

Investigating plants and bugs with care.

And we held an assembly on
Sustainability.
This morning, the Nursery children planted
seeds with Mrs Newman and Mr VaughanDavies. They will go in the polytunnel over
at the Prep School.

Amanda Burton Smith
Head of Pre-Prep

PRE-PREP
Around Pre-Prep

Nursery enjoyed their Dance class in the sun

Reception Ocean class enjoyed taking their classroom outdoors in the sunshine

Year 1

Year 1 friends

Year 1 practising their ball skills on the Astro

PRE-PREP
Fun with Reception River Class

One playing pirates in the sand

Along came a third to join the play

Along came number two

And then there were four

Lunchtime with our teacher

Using non standard measures to see how high
the board is

Collaborating, imagining,
communicating

Five friends happily engaging in an
imaginative small world context

Collaborative measuring

Comparing lengths

Measuring ourselves ..... and our teachers

Amanda Burton Smith
Head of Pre-Prep

LOWER SCHOOL
Spanish with Year 7
Year 3 thoroughly enjoyed a Spanish lesson prepared and delivered from
Year 7 pupils, based upon our IPC unit of work 'Saving the World'. They
Click to play the video
played games, completed craft activities and also learnt plenty of new words
in Spanish.

Earthquakes
Year 4 designed leaflets giving advice to people who live in known earthquake zones. In pairs, they drew
pictures and wrote information about how best to prepare for an earthquake, what to do during an
earthquake and then what to do afterwards to recover from one. We will be in safe hands should Cobham
ever be affected!

Mask-Making in Lower
School Art Club

Seed Experiment
Year 3 had fun creating a fair test to see what conditions
plants grow best in. They have been observing and
recording their results.

Helen Marland
Head of Lower School

MIDDLE SCHOOL
Outdoor Adventures in Shropshire
The Middle School residential trip to
Shropshire was a huge success. Being
surrounded by rolling hills and staying within a
100-acre estate of outstanding natural beauty
helped everyone switch off and embrace lots
of new outdoor pursuits.

Click to play the video

I am delighted to say that all pupils took full advantage of the
exciting opportunities. Even though they didn’t realise it at the
time, this trip was a valuable life experience, encouraging
them to be more independent and taking them out of their
comfort zone. The pupils thoroughly enjoyed the change of
scene, and I can confidently say they came away with
memories that will stay with them forever. They have learnt a tremendous amount about themselves;
they have developed and improved their confidence, determination, self-esteem, trust and collaborative
skills. For many, it was their first time away from home, so they had to show great strength and
resilience whilst being supported by their friends and staff that they know very well.
Whilst away, Year 5 and 6 followed different programmes and experienced various activities, all of
which they thoroughly enjoyed. The woodlands, fields and gardens housed a vast range of activities
from archery, climbing and abseiling to an underground
maze and high ropes course.
This is what the pupils had to say about it …...
Amanda Wright
Head of Middle School

Abseiling was very fun even if it was a bit scary.
The hardest part was actually jumping off. The
best activity was probably caving as crawling
through small underground man-made caves,
knee deep in mud was much more appealing than
it sounds. The food was really good, and every
option was delicious. The high ropes gave you the
best views over (not very) sunny Shropshire'.

The most challenging thing
was crate stacking as it
wobbled lots!

I enjoyed staying with my
friends and getting to know
them.

Videos from the trip coming
soon on Firefly.

MIDDLE SCHOOL
The trip was really fun, and I
learnt
so
much,
including
archery,
kayaking,
climbing,
making shelters and loads more.
I had such a good time with my
friends and the food was
amazing. It's a trip I will never
forget.

I enjoyed abseiling for the
first time, which was out of
my comfort zone.

I was surprised that I made it
to the top of the climbing wall!

The most challenging thing
was archery, as hitting the
middle was hard!

MIDDLE SCHOOL

I loved it! The high ropes were
the most exciting and it was
amazing.

My favourite part was the
high ropes. We got super
muddy when we did the
obstacle course, and it was
great fun!

UPPER SCHOOL
Year 7 Spanish Pupils Become Teachers
This week, Year 7 students had the
exceptional opportunity of becoming Spanish
teachers for a day and delivering their own
lessons to their peers in Year 3.
By putting their
leadership skills
their own lessons around the topic
Year 3 has been studying as part of

language, collaborative and
into practice, they planned
of rainforest animals, which
their IPC topic.

Our Year 7 students showed off their incredible creativity by
preparing very engaging lessons that combined two different
areas of the curriculum: IPC and Spanish.
Through playing games and doing art and craft activities, all
children in Year 3 not only had lots of fun with their 'new
teachers' but also discovered the names of rainforest animals and their colours in Spanish.

Octavia Allocco
Teacher of MFL

UPPER SCHOOL
La Matinée Française
This term, Year 7 pupils have been planning
and preparing for a fun-packed cultural
morning. Outfits were chosen and described
in French for the presenters to introduce
during the fashion show; and vocabulary for
ordering food at the café and buying lunch at
the market was memorised. Here are some
photos and quotes from the pupils:

Le petit déjeuner

Treasure hunt in the woods

Pétanque

Le Marché

UPPER SCHOOL

Parisian Fashion Show

I really enjoyed the Catwalk
as we worked as a team
collaboratively.
It was great to be able to order
our breakfast and lunch in
French.
I am proud of myself as I can
confidently speak French in
front of a big audience.

Year 8 Spanish

I most enjoyed playing Pétanque
as I had never played it before,
and it was fun playing against
other people.

I enjoyed the treasure hunt as
we went into the woods with our
friends and had to communicate
and work collaboratively.
I learnt how to do a
traditional dance (Quadrille)
which was fast and fun.

Nil Karaca
MFL Subject Leader

To celebrate the end of their Spanish lessons at Feltonfleet, Year 8 students participated in a role play
activity that was all about Spanish food. This included creating their own menus and dialogue scripts to
represent what it would be like to go for a meal in Spain.
While working together on this task, they had the opportunity to conduct their own research and find out
about different types of food and tapas you can have in a traditional Spanish restaurant. Once their
menus were created and printed, the different groups presented their role plays confidently in front of
the class using their impressive Spanish skills. ¡Buen provecho!

Octavia Allocco
Teacher of MFL

BOARDING
Year 4 Trial Night
On Friday 14th May, Feltonfleet Knights welcomed 24 boys and
girls from Year 4 to ‘try out’ Boarding, ably assisted by
Boarding Tutors and even a couple of the Estates Team!!
The evening began with one group of trial boarders playing
‘Murray Ball’ (I’m still not 100% certain of the rules) and
Dodgeball in the Sports Hall. Each activity was played for
about 30 minutes and was co-ordinated by Mr Thompson and
Mr Hitchings.
After activities, pupils enjoyed a lovely Spaghetti Bolognese
that Bertha, one of our lovely chefs had made. After the meal
and saying grace, pupils settled down with drinks and popcorn
to watch ‘Trolls - World Tour’ in
the family room.
During the interval, and as the light was drawing
in, pupils were led down to the main fields to
roast marshmallows over a camp fire. Thank you
to George Ractliff and John Vaughan-Davies for
making this possible.
Then
came
the
highlight
of
the
evening….FIREWORKS!! Mr Vaughan Davies and
Mr Ractliff enjoyed setting off the fireworks
which turned out to be far more impressive
than anyone had imagined! It really was
striking and, to be honest, I could have
charged an entry fee to watch them!!
After the display, pupils returned to the
Boarding House, showered and changed into
pyjamas ready to watch the end of the film.
At the end of the film pupils tidied the family room before settling in for the
night (some better than others).
In the morning, after a hearty breakfast, pupils were collected by their
mums and dads, full of stories of their fun-packed night away. Many were
proud that they had stayed away from home for the first time in their
lives.
My thanks go to all the Boarding Tutors, Estates Team and GAP Tutors
who helped make this a successful Trial Night.
HOT OFF THE PRESS!
Next year, as a boarding community, we are going to offer more
authentic trial nights by aiming certain nights in the week at specific year
groups. In this way
those pupils who have a
genuine
curiosity
for
Boarding will get a
flavour of what this
entails at a reduced
cost. Further details of
the dates available for
next
term
will
be
announced after halfterm.

Matt Rochford
Head of Boarding

MUSIC
Informal Concerts
We have been treated to two early-morning Zoom
concerts this week: one featuring our flute players
and the other for our guitarists. What a fabulous
way to start the day! Well done to all our
performers, who did a superb job and to Mrs
Forkes (flute) and Mr Maunder (guitar) for their
ongoing drive and efforts with our young
musicians. Finally, a thank you to the parents for
zooming in and supporting all that practice at
home. Wonderful work everyone - do keep
practising over half term!

Click to play the video

Frances Jones
Music Teacher

SPORT
Girls Games Round Up
With a week full of fixtures against Downsend, Manor House and
St.Teresa’s, the girls have thoroughly enjoyed being back into
competitive sport. Whilst the weather did not help our cricketers at
the start of the week, the sunshine made an appearance again
towards the end of the week and made the experience even more
enjoyable for everyone. What a wonderful sight it was to have the
sun shining down on the Feltonfleet playing fields, the U10A girls
playing on the 1st XI wicket, Year 3 and 4 on break time supporting
the girls and the boys pausing their session to cheer the girls on!
Well done to all the girls who represented Feltonfleet this week.

A big well done also to Calum (Yr3), Sebby (Yr3), Harriet (Yr3), Milly (Yr4) and Amani (Yr4) on their Cricket
shirt designs, pictured below! Please see Miss Collard after half term for a special prize!

Charlotte Collard
Head of Girls Games

SPORT
A Special Moment
This photo may not look like much, but it symbolises one of the
many things that make Feltonfleet so special.
Here we have two U13 first teams, both unbeaten this season
(Played 9 won 9) sitting amongst each other completely voluntarily
supporting each other in a sport that they both play under the
same conditions.
This photo captures the current mood at school and is reflective of
where we are with boys and girls cricket at Feltonfleet and the
genuine support our pupils give one another.
Ed Smith
Director of Sport

U13 Girls 1st Team
Congratulations to the girls on their excellent game
against Epsom on Saturday.
The U13 Girls 1st Team remain undefeated and this
was their fourth victory over a senior school!
Well done everyone!

Boys Games
The last two weeks have seen some frustrating weather and some remarkable cricket.
The 1st XI have continued to play some excellent cricket and progressed to the Semi Finals of the Surrey
Prep Schools Cup and the Quarter Final of the Surrey Cricket Watcyn Evans Trophy.
Nathan F continued his good form with half centuries against Downsend, Milbourne Lodge and Epsom
College. There were also half centuries for James A (Yr 7) and Freddy S (Yr 8). The Year 4 boys had their
first set of matches against Lanesborough and there were three excellent matches played in some very
wet conditions.
The Year 5 and 6 boys combined to
form 'Colts' teams against Parkside. The
boys played
excellently in some
challenging and wet conditions. Miles S
(Yr 6) compiled an excellent half century
for the Colts B team, batting with great
maturity. There are exciting times to
come after half term, with plenty more
matches
scheduled,
a
6-a-side
tournament, the Year 3s finally getting a
match in, Section competitions and a
cup run for the 1st XI. Bring on some
sunshine for it all to be played in!
James Thompson
Head of Upper School,
Head of PE & Boys Games

PROGRESS & ACHIEVEMENT
HEADMISTRESS AWARDS

Every fortnight, four pupils are nominated by their teachers for a Headmistress Award for outstanding
examples of Positive Learning, Living or Leading. We are pleased to announce this week’s award
winners, who will receive their certificates in assembly on Monday.

Reception

Year 4

Emma M

Victor H

For fantastic independent writing
and illustration of her own book.

For his excellent focus and
attention to detail.

Year 6

Year 7

Isla C

Charles T

For all round
contribution
to school life
and for demonstrating
school's core values.

Year 5
Harry H
For his positive approach,
excellent work ethic and
kindness towards his peers.

For his exceptional delivery of the
Spanish lesson to Year 3.

NOTICES
At last it is here!
I have managed to put together my
personal website to showcase my art,
as well as the fantastic work Hester had
created over a term of roughly 12
years. You will also see the work of my
daughter, Marelize, as well as artists
from White Dove Studio.

ART SALE
20% off
+ 5% of all sales towards
Feltonfleet’s charity
Promo Code:
FFTCELEBRATIONSALE
This SALE is to launch my website and
to celebrate all the inspirational
moments of making and creating art.
Hester always believed that art should
make a difference in the lives of the
collector or viewer. I know that her
work will continue to make a difference
to all of us.
Thank you for visiting my site and
for your support.

www.ariecoetzeeart.com
If interested in purchasing an
artwork, please ensure to select
‘collect in person’ rather than
getting it shipped.
Feel free to contact me directly at
arie@ariecoetzeeart.com

You are more than welcome to share the link on your social media and
with your contacts: www.ariecoetzeeart.com

